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PLEASE EXPLAIN 
THE SENSATION OF 

DRIVING A BMW.

UHM...











I was already on pole and I just kept 
going. 

[seconds passed]

Suddenly I realized I was no longer 
driving the car consciously. 

I was driving it by a kind of instinct, 
only I was in a different dimension. 

- Ayrton Senna, F1 Badass



INSIGHT

You can’t explain driving
a BMW because 
the feeling is 
subconscious.



INSIGHT

You can’t explain driving
a BMW because 

you’re in a state of flow.



FLOW DYNAMIC

PHYSICAL STATE

CONSTANT ACTIVITY

AN ENERGETIC PERSON
FULL OF NEW IDEAS

MENTAL STATE

FULL IMMERSION IN AN ACTIVITY

AN ENERGIZED PERSON 
FOCUSED ON A SINGULAR IDEA



THE DRIVER THE CAR

PHYSICAL STATE

CONSTANT ACTIVITY

AN ENERGETIC PERSON
FULL OF NEW IDEAS

MENTAL STATE

FULL IMMERSION IN AN ACTIVITY

AN ENERGIZED PERSON 
FOCUSED ON A SINGULAR IDEA



DRIVING AS FLOW



VERY NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE
NEUTRAL
POSITIVE
VERY POSITIVE
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ACTIVITY HAPPINESS MOTIVATION CONCENTRATION FLOW

WATCHING TV/ 
READING 0 ++ - -

EATING ++ ++ - 0

TALKING/
SOCIALIZING/SEX ++ ++ 0 +

ROUTINE
DRIVING 0 0 + +

SPORTS/  THEATER/
ART ++ ++ + ++



INSIGHT

IF DRIVING AS ROUTINE = 
MINIMAL FLOW

AND SPORT/THEATER/ART = 
ULTIMATE FLOW



INSIGHT

THEN BMW SHOULD EMBODY:

DRIVING AS SPORT
DRIVING AS THEATER

DRIVING AS ART 



DRIVING
AS SPORT





PHYSICAL RESPONSE



SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 
PEAK AND CALM IS MAGIC

!!!

...



PHYSICAL
MUSCULAR
RESPIRATORY

HIROMU NARUSE
TOP TEST DRIVER FOR 
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THEATER
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X1 LAUNCH PLAN
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Jim O’Donnell   |   CEO   |   BMW of North America





BMW X1 SUPPLY AND DEMAND

;OL�HNVUPaPUNS`�SVUN�^HP[�MVY�)4>»Z�JVTWHJ[�^HNVU�PZ�ULHYPUN�
HU�LUK�������H[�SLHZ[�^L�[OPUR�P[»Z�ULHYPUN�HU�LUK��;OL�[YV\ISL�^P[O�
[OL�?���HZ�)4>�W\[Z�P[��PZ�[OH[�P[»Z�ZV�WVW\SHY�PU�,\YVWL�[OH[�[OL�
SH\UJO�OLYL�OHZ�ILLU�KLSH`LK�·�MVY�TVU[OZ�UV^�·�K\L�[V�H�
lack of supply.
� � ��^OLLSIHZLTLKPH�JVT��4H`�����

I feel sorry for you guys in the U.S. 

0�^VUKLYLK�OV^�)4>�JV\SK�THUHNL�[V�TLL[�[OL�O\NL�KLTHUK�
MVY�[OL�?��PU�[OL�L_PZ[PUN�THYRL[Z�WS\Z�[OL�<�:��THYRL[�^P[OV\[�
expanding the delivery time. I think that BMW is also surprised by 
[OL�Z\JJLZZ�VM�[OL�?���1\Z[�SVVR�H[�[OL�3LPWaPN�MHJ[VY`�·�0�OLHYK�
[OH[�ULHYS`�����VM�[OL�KHPS`�JHWHJP[`�PZ�\ZLK�MVY�[OL�?��
� � ��I`�UVJRLUWH\S��IPTTLYWVZ[�JVT��5V]���� 

Hot European sales delay U.S. launch of the BMW X1 possibily 
until 2012.
� � ��'WVWWHIHYRLY��,_[VU�7H����  �MVSSV^LYZ

((YYNO���>OLYL�PZ�[OL�?��HUK�^OLU�^PSS�)4>�YLSLHZL�P[&�0�OH]L�
ILLU�OVSKPUN�VMM�VU�NL[[PUN�H�UL^�JHY�ILJH\ZL�[OPZ�PZ�^OH[�0�^HU[�
� � ��*HYSH�+\USHW�2HHU��-HJLIVVR�)4>�?���1\S�����

frame
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SEARCH AND SOCIAL VOLUME (U.S.)
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World Debut of BMW X1 Concept.
European Market Launch.
U.S. Market Delay.
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BMW DEALERS LAUNCH 
67,9(;065�3,07A0.�9,:*<,

BMW dealers enlist the help of their customers and BMW fans to help them 
IYPUN�[OL�?��[V�[OL�<UP[LK�:[H[LZ��0U�H�WYLZZ�YLSLHZL�HUK�H�UL^Z�JVUMLYLUJL��
[OL`�L_WSHPU�[OLPY�WVZP[PVU�HUK�^OH[�L]LY`VUL�JHU�KV�[V�OLSW��

;OL�HJ[\HS�YLZJ\LZ�^PSS�[HRL�WSHJL�PU�HU�VUSPUL�NHTL��0U�)4>�ZOV^YVVTZ��
J\Z[VTLYZ�^PSS�ZLL�YLTPUKLYZ�VM�[OL�6WLYH[PVU�PU�WVZ[LYZ�HUK�WYLTP\T�P[LTZ��

I’VE 
WAITED
LONG 
ENOUGH.

LET’S
BRING 
THEM
HOME.
LEIPZIGRESCUE.COMLEIPZIGRESCUE.COM

the MOSt talked 
aBOUt UnavailaBle 
Car On the planet.

Your right foot will make it abundantly clear. Hit the accelerator in the BMW X1 and you’ll have a hard 
time believing there are only four cylinders under the hood. Even more surprising is that with all that 
HSVOU�JU�TUJMM�SFUVSOT�VQ�UP����NQHT��5IBUѳT�&G趑�DJFOU%ZOBNJDT��"OE�ZPV�IBWF�UP�GFFM�JU�UP�CFMJFWF�JU�

BMw X1

bmwusa.com

YOU’ll never knOw Until YOU drive One.



PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
BMW DEALERS LAUNCH OPERATION LEIPZIG RESCUE

Taking unprecedented action today, the BMW National Dealer Forum announced their decision 
to recruit BMW enthusiasts across the nation to help secure inventory of the top-selling new 
BMW crossover, the BMW X1, currently available in Europe. BMW customers, owners and 
those eager to test drive the new X1 will be encouraged to take matters into their own hands, go 
to Germany and bring the X1 back to the U.S.

“We believe everyone should know how it feels to drive these amazing cars...” said George 
Sharpe, Sr., Chairman of the BMW National Dealer Forum. “...so we’re going over there to get 
them ourselves. Today we’re launching Operation Leipzig Rescue.”

First introduced in Europe in 2009, BMW’s premium crossover quickly became a sensation 
across the continent. And, despite devoting 75% of manufacturing capacity in its Leipzig  
plant to the X1, demand has continued to outpace available inventory. Now the most popular 
vehicle in Europe, the X1 has become a precious commodity to dealers from the Mediterranean 
to the Baltic. 

Automotive journalists cite the car’s unique stability in every imaginable driving condition,  
from ice and snow to sand dunes to craggy mountain passes. “Our customers love the X1’s 
spontaneous mobility...” said Sergio Egoista, a Barcelona BMW dealer. “...that’s why these cars 
should stay in Europe — where drivers know how to enjoy them.” MORE. The U.S. dealer effort 
comes in reaction to a consumer-led movement started in Lucerne, Switzerland last year. 
Dubbed “Europeans Against Sharing the X1” (EASX), the group has used social media to block 
attempts at selling the BMW crossover outside European countries.  

“What do the Swiss know about spontaneity?” asks Devin Parnell, president of the BMW 
Owners Club of San Mateo, CA. “The whole idea was born on our shores.” Parnell’s club and 
others like it around the U.S. are supporting the dealer crusade, encouraging their members to 
sign up at OperationLeipzigRescue.com. 

“They say you can’t understand this car until you drive it. Well, if we don’t have them, we can’t 
drive them and we’ll never know.” Parnell added. If BMW dealers and enthusiasts in the U.S. 
have their way, that will change soon.
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SPOKESMAN:  Thanks everyone for being here this morning. I have a brief 
Z[H[LTLU[��[OLU�^L»SS�[HRL�H�JV\WSL�VM�X\LZ[PVUZ�� ;VKH`�[OL�
BMW National Dealer Forum is taking a dramatic step. We are 
announcing our decision to recruit BMW enthusiasts across the 
JV\U[Y`�[V�OLSW�ZLJ\YL�PU]LU[VY`�VM�[OL�[VW�ZLSSPUN�UL^�)4>�
JYVZZV]LY��[OL�?���J\YYLU[S`�H]HPSHISL�PU�,\YVWL��>L�^HU[�[V�\YNL�
)4>�J\Z[VTLYZ��V^ULYZ�HUK�HU`VUL�^OV�^HU[Z�[V�[LZ[�KYP]L�[OPZ�
HTHaPUN�JHY�[V�[HRL�TH[[LYZ�PU[V�[OLPY�V^U�OHUKZ��NV�[V�.LYTHU`�
and bring the X1 back home. We are calling this initiative 
6WLYH[PVU�3LPWaPN�9LZJ\L��;OVZL�^OV�^HU[�[V�QVPU�V\Y�JY\ZHKL�
JHU�NL[�[OL�KL[HPSZ�H[�3LPWaPN9LZJ\L�JVT��62��ÄYZ[�X\LZ[PVU�

9,769;,9��!� �6\Y�ZV\YJLZ�[LSS�\Z�[OL�)4>�WSHU[�PU�3LPWaPN�PZ�KL]V[PUN�����VM�
capacity to the X1. Why haven’t U.S. dealers gotten any of them?

SPOKESMAN:  Because it’s the most popular car in Europe. They’re sold before 
[OL�WHPU[�KYPLZ��>L�^HU[�(TLYPJHUZ�[V�RUV^�OV^�P[�MLLSZ�[V�KYP]L�
[OL�?���(UK�[OL�VUS`�^H`�[OH[»Z�NVPUN�[V�OHWWLU�PZ�PM�^L�NV�V]LY�
there and get them. 

REPORTER 2:  Is this in reaction to the efforts of the EASX — Europeans Against 
:OHYPUN�[OL�?��·�V\[�VM�3\JLYUL��:^P[aLYSHUK&�

SPOKESMAN:  No comment.

9,769;,9��!�� �;V�MVSSV^�\W��ZVTL�,\YVWLHU�KYP]LYZ�MLLS�[OH[�VUS`�[OL`�JHU�M\SS`�
appreciate X1’s spontaneous mobility. Your thoughts?

:762,:4(5!�� >LSS��0�YLZWLJ[M\SS`�KPZHNYLL¯

+,(3,9!�� � ��PU[LYY\W[PUN��ZSHWWPUN�[HISL��.P]L�TL�H�IYLHR��>OH[�KV�,\YVWLHUZ�
RUV^�HIV\[�ZWVU[HULP[`&�,]LY�ZLLU�H�ZWVU[HULV\Z�(\Z[YPHU&

:762,:4(5!� �>OH[�;LK�PZ�[Y`PUN�[V�ZH`�PZ�[OH[�V\Y�J\Z[VTLYZ�OLYL�PU�[OL�:[H[LZ�^PSS�
enjoy the versatility of the X1 as much or more than Europeans. They 
JHU�[HRL�H�[YPW�[V�[OL�TV\U[HPUZ��[V�[OL�ILHJO��NV�V\[�VU�[OL�[V^U��
^OH[L]LY��VU�PTW\SZL��

DEALER:   And that’s about as American as you can get. 

REPORTER 2: Are there any legal issues…

:762,:4(5!� ;OH[»Z�HSS�^L�OH]L�[PTL�MVY��;OHUR�`V\�HNHPU�

)4>�3,(+,9:�.,;�<7��>(32�6--��9,769;,9:�:/6<;�469,�8<,:;065:�
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BMW dealers are asking you to take 
a spontaneous journey and help bring 
the X1 to our shores. You’ll get the 
keys to a BMW X1 to drive from the 
3LPWaPN�MHJ[VY`�[V�H�WVY[�MVY�KLSP]LY`�
[V�[OL�<�:��0M�`V\�KV�[OH[�^P[OPU�[OL�
[PTL�SPTP[��`V\»SS�NL[�H�JOHUJL�[V�^PU�
H�UL^�?���(SZV��`V\�JHU�JVUULJ[�[V�
ZVJPHS�TLKPH�[V�WVZ[�\WKH[LZ��ZJVYLZ�
HUK�WPJ[\YLZ�[V�SL[�MYPLUKZ�RUV^�HIV\[�
your adventure.
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Players choose one of three
ports: Trieste, Calais or San
Sebastian. Each journey involves
three timed challenges that allow
the player to experience the X1’s
unique performance and features
like XDrive. Along the way they
get a chance to surf, ski or cycle,
depending on the route.



Players attempt to maintain speed
while keeping the X1 on the path
indicated in blue. Elapsed time of
journey displayed at top. Along
bottom, car icon indicates progress.



Players use computer camera to
connect their hand movements to the
X1 and virtually steer the car. Icon on
lower right allows player to switch to
terrain screen.



Players see the actual location of
the X1 in a dimensional terrain. Can
also check current speed, altitude,
weather conditions, even connect
to Pandora.



When players arrive at port, overall
elapsed time is displayed. So is time
spent on each of the challenges on
the way.



AND THE WINNER IS
• When first shipment of BMW X1s embarks for
the U.S., game players track ship’s progress online.
• Dealers benefit from increased buzz around X1,
are seen as rallying point for a cause célébre.
• C ontest winner picks up new X1 at local dealership.
BMW dealer who was selected by the most Leipzig
Rescue players gets a new X1 to give away.
• X1 Across America: a natural extension of Operation
Leipzig Rescue. After freeing the X1s from Europe,
we’ll set an X1 free to explore America. A GPSenabled
X1, with camera mounted on top, shoots
photos along route from East Coast port of arrival
to West Coast. Constantly tweeting updates, the
journey can be followed online.
• Google test drive: Enter your address and get a
randomized address to take a spontaneous test
drive using Google Maps.


